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Try yourself with these trick questions or brain teaser questions. These will give a pretty hard time to your
common sense because, most of the times, the questions are really silly and there is no correct answer to them.
At other times, there is no logic behind these and the answer will make you laugh really hard. Some of the
trick questions are funny while others are based on logic that you will turn a blind eye to. Trick questions are a
fun way to kill time and have some good fun. Most of the kids have grown up playing these with each other
and even making trick questions of their own. They are quite an entertaining source to test your common sense
at times. Some people intentionally give funny answers to such tricky questions just to spark funny
conversations among a group. Trick questions are best to have some workout for your brain and as they say,
the more you use your brain, the more it gets sharp. So, here are some great trick questions for brain teasers to
try your commons sense with. Momo, Meme, and Mumu are three of them. I have three apples. If you take
away two from me, how many do you have? What breaks and never falls and what falls and never breaks?
Day breaks and night falls. You have a match and you enter a wagon with a candle, a lamp and a fireplace.
Which one do you light first? A family lived in a round hut. The father came back from work and found the
mother dead. The first said he was watching television, the second said he was drawing,the third one said he
was reading in a corner. A farmer had sheep and took one shot that got them all. How did he do it? He took a
panoramic view! Which letter of the English alphabet flies, sings, and stings? It took 20, workers to build the
Taj Mahal in 20 years. How many workers would be required to build it in 10 years? Sorry, the Taj Mahal
cannot be built again. Which one is correct? My neighbor Bob is a blacksmith. He is 45 years old, 7 ft. Guess
what does he weigh? You have 20 apples in a basket. You want to give all the apples to each one of them, but
still keep one inside the basket? How will you do it? Give all the 19 apples to each one of them and give the
basket to the last child with the apple still inside it. How many sides does a circle have? An inside and an
outside. If there are 12 fish and half of them drown, how many are there? A man went outside in the pouring
rain with no protection, but not a hair on his head got wet. How can a man go eight days without sleep? No
problem , He sleeps at night. Before Mount Everest was discovered, what was the highest mountain in the
world? Mount Everest was still the highest even though it had not been discovered. Exactly the same as today.
An electric train is moving north at mph and a wind is blowing to the west at 10mph. Which way does the
smoke blow? There is no smoke with an electric train. Why is it against the law for a man living in North
Carolina to be buried in South Carolina? What looks like half an apple? A girl kicks a soccer ball. It goes 10
feet and comes back to her. How is this possible? She kicked it up. A man and his son were in an automobile
accident. The man died on the way to the hospital, but the boy was rushed into surgery. The surgeon was his
mother. A rooster laid an egg on top of the barn roof. Which way did it roll? A truck driver is going down a
one-way street the wrong way, and passes at least ten cops. Why is he not caught? What happened when wheel
was invented? It caused a revolution. The garbage truck Question: What two words, when combined hold the
most letters? A is the father of B. But B is not the son of A. What can you never eat for breakfast? There was
an airplane crash, every single person on board died, but yet two people survived. The two were married. If
you had only one match, and entered a dark room containing an oil lamp, some newspaper, and some kindling
wood, which would you light first? If there are 6 apples and you take away 4, how many do you have? The 4
you took. It was a Sunday morning. Father was getting the mail, mother was in the kitchen cooking breakfast,
little brother was playing Nintendo, big brother was playing the guitar, little sister was playing with dolls, and
big sister was listening to music. Then everyone went into big sisters room and she was murdered! The father
because it was a Sunday and no one gets mail on Sunday! What do you call a woman who knows where her
husband is every night? How many legs does an elephant have if you count his trunk as a leg? If a plane
crashes on the border between the US and Mexico, where do they bury the survivors? Survivors generally are
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never buried. If it took eight men ten hours to build a wall, how long would it take four men to build it? No
time at all it is already built. How much dirt is there in a hole 3 feet deep, 6 ft long and 4 ft wide? How can
you lift an elephant with one hand? How many birthdays does the average person have? Just one, all the rest
are anniversaries. Hope we gave a good exercise to your brain for some time while trying to solve these trick
or tricky questions aka common sense questions. You can create your own too and challenge your fellows at
school or office in order to get a break from your tiresome schedule. These trick questions will surely keep
you energetic and your brain muscles to be engaged and more fit. You will get stuck at times and want to beat
yourself up but the feeling is enthralling for sure and you will be more relaxed eventually. So, tag your friends
here or share these trick questions or brain teasers with them and have a great time making them feel puzzled.
Since there is not a single answer to these questions so you can always change the trick to make them feel
crazy. You can entertain yourself by making them uncomfortable while enjoying a good laugh with these
tricky questions in the meantime.
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How much time, on an average, does a person spend on kissing, in his lifetime? Answer What is the relation
between Trivia and Roman mythology? How many calories does sex burn? How much time, on an average,
does a person spend in the toilet in his lifetime? It may be more for people with bladder issues. When a
burning cigarette is inhaled, what is the temperature at its tip? Answer What does the reverse of the Nobel
Peace Prize depict? Which song was the most played number on American radio, during the 20th century, and
for how many times was it played? In Hong Kong, what is a wife, who has been betrayed by her adulterous
husband, allowed to do, legally? Which is the only mammal species of bats, where the male has the capability
to lactate, and probably feed its young? Answer Which mammal holds the record of having the quickest sexual
intercourse? Which Hollywood movie showed the first toilet flush? Answer Give a few examples from the
animal kingdom, which are known to exhibit homosexual behavior. Answer How serious is the production and
distribution of adult movies in North Korea? It is said that, an officer got executed for committing the crime.
How big does the pupil become, when it looks at something pleasing? What is strange about the casinos in Las
Vegas? What was the carburetor of the first Harley-Davidson, built in the , made of? Google may be your
preferred search engine, but do you know how it got its name? Do you know when was Gmail email service
provided by Google launched? When you crack your knuckles, back or neck, how is the cracking sound
produced? How many steps would you have to take before you reach the first level of the Eiffel Tower?
Answer What is "milk" called in Indonesia? Answer What is "entrance" and "driveway" in Swedish? Answer
What is so unusual about the reproductive system of male snakes? In some snakes, each penis has two tips
forked hemipenes. What is the significance of the time 4: What did soldiers during the World War II use
condoms for? What is paper money made from? What is so strange about the seven continents of the world?
That would be all for some cool and funny trivia questions and answers, for now. In case, if you stumble
across some more of such fun questions, do share them with us.
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My boy friend has kissed me. Will I get pregnant? For the pregnancy to occur, the semen of a man has to fall
in the vagina of a woman. Will menstruation cause anaemia? I get frequent wet dreams. A wet dream is like a
safety valve of the cooker. You do not need any treatment. It will be less when it finds an alternative vent, like
masturbation or marital sexual intercourse. When a boy gets sexually stimulated, he gets erection and
ejaculation. What changes take place in a girl? Girl gets wetness in the vagina, but she does not ejaculate any
fluid at the time of climax. Does celibacy lead to healthier life? There is no evidence that a celibate person
lives longer and healthier life. Vishweshwaraiyah Pandit Satavalekar who lived for over 10 years and achieved
great heights in their life. At what age the boys and girls should get married? Legally a boy of 21 and a girl of
18 can get married. Their bodies are mature by then, but their minds are not. They might not be able to select
partner judiciously at that age. This may be possible after 20 years for girls; and after 23 years for boys. My
friend is married to a woman 5 years older to him. They say he may suffer from disease like T. It does not
cause any disease. Only that his marriage is unconventional, hence criticised. Is it necessary for boys to get an
experience of sexual intercourse before marriage? In fact such attempt could prove dangerous since
contracting STD, HIV infection or a failure in sexual performance could be inevitable. How to identify that the
girl had an intercourse? Why worry, the virginity and the character are in the mind and not between the two
legs. I am afraid to get married. Will it pain me when the penis goes in my vagina? The vagina is very
expansile. A baby having its head-circumference of 35 cms comes out through the same passage. The size of
penis is nothing as ocmpared to it. Do you get pain while swallowing the food like a laddu? Intercourse is as
physiological as eating. It is not the penis but the fear and anticipation of pain that cause real problem. Love
and foreplay preceeding to the introduction of the penis relaxes and dilates the vagina. Is the first wedding
night most tittilating and memorable? On the other hand, it could be disappointing one. The reasons are many.
Both, husband and wife are novice to the sexual intercourse. Both are ignorant about the genitals and about the
sexual act. Both are tired, and therefore sex may not work. The first wedding night and the successive few
nights are mant for understanding each other. The expertise in sex performance is achieved by trial and error,
since there is no avenue for guidance. A friend of mine told me that the child is born from the naval belly
button. Another friend told me that the child is brought from the hospital. None of these is true. The child is
born from the passage in between the two thighs of the mother, called vagina. Doctors and nurses help the
process of delivery in the hospital. Is delivery a painful process to a woman? The great reward of motherhood
makes a woman bear this pain. Delivery is a physiological process found in all the mammals including human
beings. Is sex a Sin? This is the only natural way of reproduction in human beings, for prepogation of life.
Sexual reproduction is found in all mammals and in flowering plants. Responding to the nature cannot be a
sin.
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If you wanted to look very sexy, how would you dress? What famous person do other people tell you that you
most resemble? If you could bring one character to life from your favorite book, who would it be? Do you
believe honesty is the best policy? What vegetable do you most resemble? What dead person would you least
want to be haunted by? Who would you most like to be stuck in an elevator with? Which cartoon character do
you resemble the most? Would you rather go a week without bathing, but be able to change your clothes, or a
week without a change of clothes, but be able to bathe? Which of the four seasons do you most anticipate?
You can choose your method of dying and the place in which you will die. Where would you like to die and
how? You can choose your last meal. What will the menu consist of? If you had to be trapped in a TV show
for a month, which show would you choose? List 5 people you know. Then describe each of them in 5 words.
You can select one person from history and ask them a question to which they must give a thruthful reply.
Whom would you select, and what question would you ask? If you joined the circus, what act would you most
want to perform? You discover that your wonderful one-year-old child is, because of a mix-up at the hospital,
not yours. Would you want to exchange the child to correct the mistake? Would you be willing to become
extremely ugly physically if it meant you would live for 1, years at any physical age you chose? Would you be
willing to commit perjury in court for a close friend? What if your lie would save his life? Would you be
willing to give up sex for five years if you could have wonderfully sensual and erotic dreams whenever you
wished? Would you be willing to give up sex for one year if you knew it would give you a much deeper sense
of peace than you have now? Group 2 If you could have anyone locked in a room so that you could torment
them for a day, whom would you choose, and how would you torment them? Do you feel that children should
be sheltered from unhappiness? The children living next door are being horribly abused by their parents. The
only way to stop the abuse is to adopt the children and care for them in your home. If you could have
personally witnessed one event in history, what would you want to have seen? What rights should the father
have if his unmarried girlfriend wants an abortion? Assuming that complete recovery were instantaneous,
would you be willing to accept a year of total paralysis below the neck to prevent the otherwise certain
extinction of a species of animal? Would you be willing to have horrible nightmares every night for a year if
you would be rewarded with extraordinary wealth? Would you be willing to reduce your life expectancy by 5
years to become extremely attractive? Would you enjoy spending a month of solitude in a beautiful natural
setting? Food and shelter would be provided but you would not see another person. Would you generally be
overdressed or underdressed at a party? If you could wake up tomorrow in the body of someone else currently
living, would you do so? Whom would you pick? Would you have one of your fingers surgically removed if it
guaranteed immunity from all major diseases? Have you ever been sexually attracted to a family member or a
person of an inappropriate age? How did you deal with it? Have you ever returned an item to a store for a
refund after having used it? Would you like to have a child much more intelligent and attractive than yourself?
If you could have one superpower, which would you choose? What was the most recent movie that made you
cry? You can cast any actor no longer alive to play you in a film about your life. Whom would you cast in the
role? You can cast any actor now alive to play you in a film about your life. If you could be any age again for
one week, what age would you be? What do you like the least? If you could plan a trip anywhere in the world
for yourself and your mate, where would you like to go? What outfit or article of clothing do you like to see
your spouse wearing the most? What things would you like to know better about your partner? Have you told
your partner about all of your past relationships?
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Your Most Embarrassing Sex Questions â€” Answered. Whether you're asking for yourself or for a friend, read on for
real answers and advice on everything from hooking up to your first time.

Otherwise confident moms and dads often feel tongue-tied and awkward when it comes to talking about
puberty and where babies come from. When do kids start becoming curious about their bodies? From as early
as infancy, kids are interested in learning about their own bodies. They notice the differences between boys
and girls and are naturally curious. At this stage of development, they have no modesty. So, what should you
do when your toddler begins touching himself or herself? Each family will approach this in their own way,
based on their values, comfort level, and style. Others may want to acknowledge that, while they know it feels
good to explore, it is a private matter and not OK to do in public. Is it OK to use nicknames for private parts?
By the time a child is 3 years old, parents may choose to use the correct anatomical words. These words â€”
penis, vagina, etc. That way, the child learns to use them in a direct manner, without embarrassment. In fact,
this is what most parents do. What do you tell a very young child who asks where babies come from? There is
no need to explain the act of lovemaking because very young kids will not understand the concept. However,
you can say that when a man and a woman love each other, they like to be close to one another. Most kids
under the age of 6 will accept this answer. Age-appropriate books on the subject are also helpful. Answer the
question in a straightforward manner, and you will probably find that your child is satisfied with just a little
information at a time. What should you do if you catch kids "playing doctor" showing private parts to each
other? Kids 3 to 6 years old are most likely to "play doctor. Heavy-handed scolding is not the way to deal with
it. Nor should parents feel this is or will lead to promiscuous behavior. Often, the presence of a parent is
enough to interrupt the play. Later, sit down with your child for a talk. This way you have set limits without
having made your child feel guilty. This is also an appropriate age to begin to talk about good and bad touch.
Tell kids that their bodies are their own and that they have the right to privacy. However, the AAP notes, an
exception to this rule is when a parent is trying to find the source of pain or discomfort in the genital area, or
when a doctor or nurse is performing a physical exam. Kids should know that if anyone ever touches them in a
way that feels strange or bad, they should tell that person to stop it and then tell you about it. Explain that you
want to know about anything that makes your kids feel bad or uncomfortable. When should parents sit kids
down for that all-important "birds and bees" talk? The "big talk" is a thing of the past. Learning about sex
should not occur in one all-or-nothing session. It should be more of an unfolding process, one in which kids
learn, over time, what they need to know. Parents often have trouble finding the right words, but many
excellent books are available to help. At what age should girls be told about menstruation? This is an area of
intense interest to girls. Information about periods might be provided in school â€” and instructional books can
be very helpful. At what age should nudity in the home be curtailed? Families set their own standards for
nudity, modesty, and privacy â€” and these standards do vary greatly from family to family and in different
parts of the world. To what extent can parents depend on schools to teach sex education? Parents should begin
the sex education process long before it starts in school. Topics addressed in sex-ed class can include anatomy,
sexually transmitted diseases STDs , and pregnancy. What teachers cover and when varies greatly from school
to school. Children, when learning about sexual issues in school or outside of school, are likely to have many
questions. The topic certainly can be confusing. Parents should be open to continuing the dialogue and
answering questions at home.
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To Jerry and Sherry Roberts Thank you for your faithful friendship and love for our Lord and my family. You and your
family are a blessing beyond description to us and so many others.

By Kristina Randle, Ph. We are both straight, moderately attractive and successful. Early in marriage I was
quite jealous of any men that would hit on my wife. I was quite insecure. The past 5 years however, I have
been pushing my wife into having sex with other men. I have read about cuckolds on the net, and I am not like
what I read. I am not bi-curious, and I do not want to be humilated or enjoy that. I simply get incredibly
aroused thinking about my very sexy wife having sex and being open and wild with another man, particular
while I watch or perhaps participate with her. Is this a disorder or something I need therapy for? Why does this
fantasy fill my head whenever I have sex with her and get me incredibly aroused? My wife has agreed that she
is ready to try this with a friend of ours and she is beginning to enjoy the thought of trying it. I am actually
looking forward to it. Is something wrong with me? Sexual Arousal Question A. Your desire to watch your
wife have sex with another man may be considered taboo and unusual by traditional standards of sexuality.
There are many married couples who engage in open relationships. These couples are free to have sex with
other people. There are other relationships where a third party is brought in simply for the purpose of sex.
These types of relationships may not fit the conventional model but are nonetheless functional relationships. In
our culture sexuality is often not discussed. There are sexual variations of all sorts. The question that we
should ask ourselves is simply this: Most therapists would find any sexual behavior that was not harmful to be
acceptable in a relationship. Obviously, we must consider only behaviors that harm no one. Any behavior that
would be harmful to the couple or to any other individual would never be acceptable. Your sexual fantasy of
seeing your wife participating in sexual acts with another person is an arousing thought to you and recently
your wife. The actual act may not be arousing or acceptable to either one of you. Fantasies often do not
translate well into reality. Having said that, many pleasurable, stable parts of regular sexual behavior had their
beginnings as fantasies. You and your wife may find involving a third party to be a very exciting part of your
sexual relationship. However, you may find it to be not at all pleasurable and deeply regret having gone
forward. Your wife may blame you for having coerced her into being unfaithful. You might be angry with
your wife for having given in to you. You might lose respect for her or she for you. I have listed only a few of
the negative outcomes possible. On the other hand, you both may find it to be an exciting and important
addition to your sex life. You need to weigh the options carefully and to be quite sure that there will be or is
likely to be no negative outcomes. If you were to proceed turning your fantasy into reality, you might break it
down into smaller steps. For instance, she might simply go out for the evening with her possible suitor and
have dinner or a drink. When she comes home, from what amounts to a fairly harmless encounter, you could
both discuss your feelings and reactions. The next step could involve nothing more than a kiss. Again, you
would then discuss how it has impacted the both of you. By keeping each step small, you could minimize any
damage that would come from a negative encounter. What you are suggesting is not common nor is it
extremely uncommon. As I said earlier, there are many successful relationships that involve sexual variation.
You could talk to a sex therapist and receive his or her feedback. I would suggest that you be careful, cautious
and quite sure that both of you want this to happen before you allow it to happen. I hope that I have been of
assistance and if you have any other questions please do not hesitate to write again. She works in private
practice with adults, adolescents and families. Kristina has worked in a large array of settings including
community mental health, college counseling and university research centers. Retrieved on November 15, ,
from https:
7: Questions About Sexuality | www.enganchecubano.com
But instead of leaving your burning sex questions to strangers on the interwebs, we've asked some super-qualified
experts for the all the answers on everything from penis injuries to squirting.
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8: questions to make you think, conversation starters, mind games
Changes in sexual morality and sexual behavior that occurred throughout the Western world during the s and s.
sexuality A general term for the feelings and behaviors of human beings concerning sex.

9: 30 Funny (and a Little Ridiculous) Trivia Questions and Answers
Find all Jeopardy Categories, Questions and Answers for free.
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